Create Your Own Hero in the Imagine Nation

The Imagine Nation is an amazing place where all the fantastic and unbelievable things in our world originate — and it’s full of heroes! Draw your own hero below and tell us what makes them special.

What are your hero’s powers?
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________

How did he/she become a hero?
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________

What’s your hero’s secret weakness?
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________

Where does he/she live?
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________

Who is the last person he/she saved?
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
________________________________________________

Who’s your hero’s favorite hero?
________________________________________________
________________________________________________
What’s Your Vision of the Vision?

Draw your version of the Vision, the sixty-four-foot yacht that takes Jack Blank to Imagine Nation.

Need a hint? See below for the book’s description of the ship:

- Christened the Vision
- Pristine and white
- Sleek frame slopes forward into an aerodynamic point
  - Honey-colored hardwood floors
- A razor thin holographic TV aboard floats in midair, just off the wall
  - Sweeping windows line the boat’s walls
- An ornate wooden wheel like one on a Pirate’s ship is used to steer